
GFELLER CASEMAKERS, INC.       UPDATE:  DIAMOND CREEK SATCHEL 2020
PO BOX 935
MARSING, ID  83639

Greetings,
I am reaching out because you are on our
“Interested List” for the Diamond Creek
Satchel.

Production is underway.  We have made
some slight changes to improve function and
improved methods of construction to maintain
lower cost on popular custom additions.

Please let us know soon so we may keep you
active in our lineup if you remain interested.

Thank you

The Diamond Creek Satchel (DCS), is hand built, one at a time by our experienced artists.  
Each component piece is selected from our premium Natural Skirting Leather sides.  This 
leather is tanned in the USA with strict quality controls on the product and acute attention to 
environmental impact.  Our tanner of choice is Hermann Oak Leather.  They produce some of
the finest natural vegetable tanned leathers ever made.

Features:
• Body pieces:  front, rear, gussets, dividers, handle of select 9 ounce natural skirting 

leather.  The Shoulder Strap is of thicker 11 ounce natural skirting leather to insure long
life.

• Rolled “Luggage Style” handle, precisely hand stitched, is now standard.
• Accordion style gussets, matched as a set in production.  Uniformly shaped and hand 

creased to give years of service, retaining shape and allowing expansion for 
occasional bulky contents.

• Solid Brass hardware is standard.  We do offer the same style hardware in Stainless 
Steel.  

• Hand oiling with our pure Neatsfoot oil lubricates fibers for long life and brings out a 
warm natural beauty to this leather.  Each piece is unique and develops a 
characteristic patina in use.

• Each DCS may be personalized with owners’ initials under the handle for permanent 
identification. 

Please advise your interest to leather@gfeller.us
We can send a PayPal Money Request for the Deposit to get started on your Satchel.
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